240                   BNGINEEBING SPECIFICATIONS-
two hundred (200) feet presented, shall be tested to destruction, and the two hundred (200) feet will be rejected if the test length falls below the figures given for breaking weight and elongation. On orders calling for less than two hundred (200) feet, one length will be tested to destruction. When chain is/ ordered in lengths complete, with links, hooks, e.tcM, welded on, as used on cars or for cranes, the long links, hooks and eye bolts must be included in the proof test, such lengths may be chained together by temporary shackles during the test. One per cent of the chain thus presented for test must be measured arid weighed to determine the weight per foot of chain, not including long links and hooks. If it should be impossible ta determine weight of chairl with long links and hooks attached, the long links must be cut and afterwards replaced in the presence of the inspector before shipment, but with care this cutting may generally be avoided.
All chain must be smooth, free from the appearance of burnt welds, crocks or overlaps, and must have a workmanlike finish. Any chain defective in these respects will be rejected. Chain must not be less than the nominal size in the body or welds. Any chain found defective after shipment, will be> returned without freight charges. Chain weighing in excess of the limits of weight shown in the table 'below, will be paid for at that weight.
The company's drawing of "Standard Chain Links" No. 13124 and detail drawings of uStandard Chains" will form-part of these specifications. Drawing No. 13124 gives the desired dimensions of links, and if the length of 100 links in any of the crane chains is greater than shown, by as much as one per cent., the same will be rejected. In the case of the /~2 inch and ^6 inch chains, as.tnuch as ten per cent excess length of link will be allowed. For the remaining chains this, limit will be two per cent. To determine the length, a piece of chain containing 100 links whenever practicable will be. selected, and the distance from inside end to inside end of end links measured, this measurement will be taken while the chain is in test machine for proof test, with no more than ten (10) per cent of the proof load on to take up the slack. If the

